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Abstract—Depth estimation for micro-nanomanipulation inside a scanning electron microscope (SEM) is always a major concern. So far in the literature, various methods have been proposed based on stereoscopic imaging. Most of them require external hardware unit or manual interaction
during the process. In this paper, solely relying on image sharpness information, we present a new technique to estimate the depth in real-time. To
improve the accuracy as well as the rapidity of the method, we consider that
both autofocus and depth estimation as visual servoing paradigms. The
major flexibility of the method lies in its ability to compute the focus position and the depth using only the acquired image information i.e., sharpness. The feasibility of the method is shown by performing various ground
truth experiments: autofocus achievements, depth estimation, focus-based
nanomanipulator depth control and sample topographic estimation at different scenarios inside the vacuum chamber of a tungsten gun SEM. The
obtained results demonstrate the accuracy, rapidity and efficiency of the
developed method.
Index Terms—Depth estimation, scanning electron microscope, autofocus, micro-nanomanipulation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, SEM has been emerged as a useful vision sensor in performing robotic manipulation and characterization of micro/nano-objects [1–3]. Its main advantage lies in
its ability to produce images with high resolution (better than 1
nanometer), broad range of magnification (up to × 2,000,000)
and high depth-of-focus (DOF). Since the early stages of research using SEM, it has been a great interest for many researchers to extract the depth information from the images
to use it in real-time vision-based control applications. Even
though it is possible to obtain in-plane information (along X
and Y ) from the images using visual servoing strategies [4], estimating the depth information along Z is more challenging due
to the existence of parallel projection [5]. This arise the difficulty in using regular pose estimation methods, well-known in
the computer vision community.
By far, stereoscopic imaging-based techniques are widely
used for depth estimation and 3D reconstruction of a sample
in SEM [6–8]. Since only a single imaging sensor is available,
most of them tried to acquire stereoscopic images by tilting the
sample concentrically with a specific angle. However, the major
challenge is to determine accurate tilt angle and to find correspondences between the acquired noisy and low-textured gray
scale SEM images. Alternatively a focused ion beam (FIB) system can be used along with SEM to acquire stereo-images [7].
However, the addition of FIB increases the overall system cost
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(a FIB system costs about US $ 0.2M). Besides, tilting a sample
is not a feasible option when performing automatic tasks like
probing, gluing etc. In [9], a touchdown sensor has been used
to detect the contact between two carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and
simultaneously computing the fine depth. In [1], a sliding-based
technique was used to perform Z positioning and in [10], a
shadow-based depth estimation technique was used to align the
microgrippers along optical axis for handling CNTs.
Apart from stereoscopic methods, depth can be estimated using image sharpness information. The underlying idea is to find
the in-focus image (with maximum sharpness) among the sequence of images acquired along the optical axis. Depth is then
computed by finding the relative camera position that delivers
the in-focus image. These types of methods are commonly seen
in optical microscopy where the DOF is small when compared
to the SEM at specific magnification [11]. Using SEM, the manipulation tasks are often performed at higher magnifications
(> 1000×) where the DOF is small enough to make depth measurements [9,12,13]. Besides, the computational speed and simplicity makes the focus-based methods more suitable for fast
depth measurements during manipulation tasks. However, the
only limitation is that the resolution of depth estimation is limited to use them for fine measurements. The relative accuracy
using these methods has been reported to be in the range of
10 µm [9], where a focus-based method was used for manipulating CNTs. Wich et al. implemented a focus-based method for
Z-axis coarse adjustments during a nanoassembly task [14]. Ru
and To used a similar approach for contact detection and manipulating the nanospheres [12]. In most of these works, variance
was used to estimate the image sharpness and depth was computed by scanning the pre-fixed focus range step by step. However, for SEM with a high range of focus (≈ 5000 focus steps),
recording the sharpness at each focus step is a time-consuming
process. Hence, for fast and dynamic depth estimation, a reliable and accurate autofocus is indispensable.
Usually with SEM, passive autofocus methods are considered where the optimum focus is determined by analyzing the
recorded images. So far in the literature, a variety of autofocus techniques are evaluated and compared for different types
of microscopies [15, 16]. In case of SEM, to improve the rapidity of autofocusing process, few works have developed various iterative techniques to search for the in-focus objective lens
position [17]. Even though these methods are quite effective,
they are highly dependent on the search history that makes them
to suffer from the non-linear hysteresis shown by the electromagnetic lenses. Apart from them, predictive and learningbased autofocus algorithms (mostly used with digital and mobile phone cameras) are also investigated to use with SEM [18].
These methods mainly require a large image datasets obtained
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II. V ISUAL S ERVOING - BASED AUTOFOCUS AND D EPTH
E STIMATION
SEM images are formed by raster scanning the sample surface by means of a focused electron beam. As the device focus is directly connected with the electronic working distance,
we make use of this property in measuring the sample depth.
Our process starts by estimating image sharpness information.
Later, we use this information in designing the visual control
law to tune the device focus automatically, which is then used
to estimate the depth.
A. Focusing geometry in SEM
In SEM, the two sets of lenses that contribute towards the
focusing process are the condenser lenses lying above the aperture and the objective lenses lying below the aperture (see Fig.
1(a)). The condenser lenses control the final spot size and beam
diameter whereas the objective lenses focus the spot sized electron beam on to sample surface. The aperture that is present
in between these two lens filters out the low energy and non-
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along the optical axis at different conditions to train the system.
Moreover, the computational burden will be high to use them
for dynamic problems. In addition to these techniques, most
of the modern day SEM systems come with an integrated autofocusing module. However, the commercial methods are more
intended for manual measurements and are difficult to integrate
with automatic applications.
In this work, we propose a new visual servoing-based technique to perform both autofocus and depth-estimation for complementing automatic manipulation tasks inside a SEM. The iterative search-based methods that are well-known for SEM autofocus mainly lack in providing enough accuracy, speed and
flexibility to use them for dynamic depth estimation tasks. The
major problem arises from their dependency on the search history. The developed approach successfully tackles this issue by
directly reaching the in-focus position without any prior information and by using only the acquired image sharpness. The
major flexibility of the method lies in its ability to compute
the focus and the depth using only the acquired image information and does not require any external operations like sample
or beam tilting. The major scientific contributions include the
development of new methodologies for autofocus and dynamic
depth estimation via mathematical modelling as visual servoing
strategies. More precisely, for autofocus, the Z displacements
are linked to the image sharpness through an interaction matrix and the velocity progress is related to the sharpness costfunction gradient. Later this has been extended to estimate the
depth, where the entire process is decomposed into two different phases to increase the overall speed. The technical contributions include the extension of the proposed depth estimation for various SEM related problems such as depth control of
a nanomanipulator, sample topography and orientation estimation. Indeed, our technique in comparison to the conventional
methods allows: (i) an improved accuracy by 44%, (ii) an increased rapidity by a rate of 290%. As this paper deals only
with depth estimation and control, we will not speak about full
manipulation task that also requires planar positioning control
as shown before in [4].
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Fig. 1. (a) Cross section diagram of a conventional SEM showing various vital
components. (b) Geometry of focusing (c) evolution of a sharpness measure.

directional electrons. Total focusing process is illustrated in Fig.
1(b). Coarse focusing is performed by adjusting the electronic
working distance W that is attained by varying the current passing through the objective lenses. This is the distance measured
in between the objective lens pole piece and the focusing plane.
At a distance D
2 on both sides of the focus plane for a specific
magnification, the beam diameter is two times the pixel diameter and results in blur image. Within the distance D (depth of
focus), the image appears to be acceptably in focus.
B. Image Sharpness Estimation
Numerous efficient sharpness estimators are available in the
literature [16]. When applied on the images acquired along the
optical axis, maximum score of the function will be obtained
for the image on the focal plane (see Fig.1(c)). In our previous
work [19], we have evaluated the most commonly used sharpness functions and found that the normalized variance provides
good compromise between speed and accuracy. It estimates the
sharpness score by computing the gray level intensity variations
among the pixels. For a given image IM ×N with M and N are
its width and height, i(u, v) is the pixel intensity at (u, v) and
and µ is the pixel mean intensity, the normalized variance s(I)
is given by

s(I) =

M N
1 1 XX
(i(u, v) − µ)2 .
M N µ u=1 v=1

(1)
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C. Visual Servoing-Based Autofocus

(2)

where, a is the operational time constant and γ(F ) is the nonlinear function (dotted sharpness curve shown in Fig. 2).
By analyzing the sharpness curve for a series of focus steps,
it can be observed that for a specific range of focus steps the
images contain some details and outside this range, the images
are plain with varying noise. From this analysis, it is clear that
the primary task is to drive the process near the focus range.
Generally, in this case, the usual derivative-based visual control
strategies often fail due to the high amount of noise, adequate
image details and presence of local minima. In order to tackle
this problem, an adaptive control law has been designed, especially to remove the predefined focus step displacement and to
avoid the local minima. The corresponding vision-based objective function Ψ(s) is given by


ṡ
= C(s) · Sign(ṡ)
(3)
Ψ(s) = C(s)
k ṡ k
where, C(s) is a cost-function
linked to the image sharpness
 
ṡ
and the unit vector kṡk provides the driving direction with
∂s
ṡ = ∂F
. Two different candidates are evaluated to frame the
cost-function: quadratic cost (4) and exponential cost (5) (see
Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), respectively).
 s 2
0
Cq (s) = α
(4)
s

−

Ce (s) = αe

s−s0
s0

300

(5)
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In general, visual servoing is a closed-loop control mechanism to control any robotic device using image features. It consists of designing a control law to regulate the error obtained
from the measured (current and desired) visual features to zero.
Using this concept, in this work an autofocusing algorithm has
been developed. The principle goal of the method is to find the
maximum of sharpness function by controlling the system focus
parameters. It follows:
• instead of minimizing the error function, the proposed
method maximizes the sharpness function given by (1);
• rather than using local image measurements, the global image information is used;
• most importantly, no reference image or features are used;
instead, the method converges to a best focus position i.e.,
when the sharpness function reaches its maximum value.
The focusing process with the SEM may be represented as a
plant whose output is the image sharpness score s, that is always
steered by the input focus step F (i.e., position-based control
using a step displacement). Physically, this process corresponds
to the modification of current passing through the objective lens
that changes the electronic working distance. In general cases, if
the scene contains a single planar sample, the output sharpness
curve contains a single peak and can be easily approximated
with a Gaussian function. However, if we consider multiple
objects and the system dynamics, this approximation is not valid
and in such a case, the plant can be modeled by a non-linear first
order equation given by (2)
γ(F ) = aṡ + s
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Fig. 2. Cost variation with sharpness (a) quadratic cost (b) exponential cost.

where, α is a positive gain and s0 is the initial image sharpness
score. From analysis, it can be seen that the quadratic cost suits
better than the exponential one. Even though the latter shown
better convergence, it reaches near zero around 990th step i.e.,
87 focus steps before the best focus. Moreover, to have an effect
on the focus control the cost should be ≥ 1 at any position.
Hence, exponential cost will not have any effect on the process
from 990th focus step. The quadratic cost function is designed
such that the cost is maximum at a region far from the best focus
and is minimum (almost one) near best focus. α = 300 was
used for cost evaluation. Varying α modifies the process speed.
Using (3) and (4), the primary control law to drive and control
the focus step displacement is given by
 s 2  ṡ 
0
Fk+1 = Fk + Ψ(s) = Fk + α
(6)
s
k ṡ k
where, Fk and Fk+1 are the current and next focus steps, respectively.
The stability of the designed control law can be discussed by
considering the following state variable Q = [s F ]> , that leads
in the two non-linear state equations given by (2) and (3). The
equilibrium point to be considered is Q∗ = [s∗ F ∗ ]> . Here,
s∗ corresponds to the maximum of sharpness i.e., smax and F ∗
corresponds to the focus step at which sharpness is maximum.
The objective is to study the system stability using Lyapunov
theory. Thus, the state equations (2) and (3) are linearized at
the equilibrium point. For this purpose we will consider the
new equilibrium point as
q ∗ = Q − Q∗ ⇔ [ς f ]> = [s − s∗ F − F ∗ ]> .

(7)

Let us consider the first state equation given by (2). By definition, the first derivative of γ(f ) with respect to f at q ∗ is zero.
As a consequence, the linearized first state equation becomes aς˙
+ ς = 0.
Now, let us consider the second state equation given by (3).
∗
At the equilibrium
 q , the derivative of C(ς) with respect
 point
to ς is b = −2α

s0
smax

. This term is negative i.e., b ∈] − ∞ 0[.
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D.1 Reducing DOF
The DOF mainly depends on the semi-angle of the beam.
Considering aperture diameter A and working distance W (see
Fig. 1(b)) the semi-angle θ can be given by

 

A
A
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'
at θ < 100 mrad.
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Fig. 3. (a) Evolution of the primary control and (b) relation between secondary
function and sharpness at 1000× magnification.

Then the second state equation becomes f˙ = bSign(ς)ς.
˙ Finally,
both the new state equations lead to the following state matrix
Φ given by

 −1
0
a
(8)
Φ=
bSign(ς)
˙ 0

The eigenvalues of this matrix are negative −1
or zero.
a
Hence, according to the Lyapunov stability theory, at the considered equilibrium point the system may have oscillations as
shown in Fig. 3(a) (since no desired visual features are used).
Thereby, the challenge is to able to stop the process at best focus
(since no desired visual features are used) without acquiring any
other unnecessary image. To do this, an optional secondary task
has been realized. It links the electronic working distance W
with the gradient of sharpness function. Assuming the change
in the W is small (especially near best focus point), the secondary task function is given by




sk − sk−1
∂s
LW −1 =
Γ(s) =
LW −1 (9)
∂W
Wk − Wk−1

Depending on θ and the sample resolution %sample , the DOF
is given by
DOF =

%sample
2%screen W
=
[µm]
θ
AM

(12)


%screen

where, M is the magnification and %sample =
. Hence,
M
the DOF mainly depends on the aperture diameter and working
distance at any particular magnification.
From (12), DOF can be reduced by: decreasing W , increasing M or A. In order to reduce W i.e., to move the focal plane
towards the lens pole piece, it is required to physically lift up the
sample. Nonetheless, this is not a feasible option, as increase
in sample height may damage the lens. The minimum acceptable working distance is ∈ [3 − 5] mm. The other option is to
increase M which decreases the field-of-view making it difficult to track the objects during a manipulation task. Fig. 4(a)
shows the relation between magnification and DOF. The final
option is by increasing A, the semi-angle of the beam increases
(from (11)) and simultaneously DOF decreases. This option
can be used only with the SEMs having multiple exchangeable
apertures and has been selected in this work. Four apertures of
different diameters (30 µm, 50 µm, 70 µm and 100 µm) are
available with the used experimental SEM. By observing the
amount of blur, 100 µm aperture is selected1 and is fixed for
all the experiments. However, image resolution may be limited
using bigger apertures. An important point to note is that this
step can be treated as a pre-check and is not required to perform
each time when a new depth estimation task is started.
D.2 Depth Estimation

D. Automated Depth Estimation using Autofocus

The depth estimation process is performed in two phases: initialization and execution. In the first hand, initialization phase
is one time operation and is performed at the beginning of each
new depth estimation task. During this phase, the system will
perform autofocus on the entire scene to obtain a global best
focus. This phase has been performed to speed-up the next execution phase. On the other hand, the execution phase is a continuous process that starts immediately after the initialisation
phase to estimate the real-time depth. During this phase, the
system will perform autofocus in an automatically selected region of interest (ROI). Instead of starting the autofocus process
from the beginning of focus range, the system will now use the
new initial step obtained from the initialization phase.
This new step has been selected based on the step difference
(between two focus steps) during the initialization phase autofocus (e.g., 2, 3, etc.). A threshold value κ = 3 (Fb − Fb−1 )

The resolution of the estimated depth mainly depends on the
DOF. Less the latter the better is the resolution (i.e., higher mag-

1 A calibration (beam shift and tilt) may be required for older SEMs when the
aperture is modified.

where, LW = −W is the interaction matrix to link gradient with working distance. As the secondary function provides derivative information of the sharpness, it crosses zero
when sharpness reaches maximum. The overall process can be
stopped at this point. Fig. 3(b) shows the relationship between
secondary function and sharpness at ×1000 magnification. Due
to the addition of noise, lot of peaks can be seen near zero. To
avoid this problem a value of −0.01 has been used instead of
0. Since, secondary task does not have any effect on the main
focus control (always < 0.1), it can be integrated it with the primary one. Using (3) and (9), the designed final control law is
given by
Fk+1 = Fk + Ψ(s) + Γ(s).
(10)
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(Fb is the obtained best focus step from initialization phase) has
been used for this purpose. The particular focus step (during
initialization phase autofocus) from which the step difference
≤ κ will be retained as the execution phase initial focus step.
An example of new initial step is pointed in the Fig. 3(a) with a
circle (on solid curve). Furthermore, to increase the estimation
speed, the gain α will be automatically changed to five times
more than the previous value at the particular focus step. This
phase restarts automatically with a change in the ROI.
The used image acquisition system (DISS5) provides a simple control for the focus by linking the working distance with
a series of focus steps (i.e, each step modifies the working distance). This relation is shown in Fig. 4(b). Using this relation,
the depth value can be computed for any focus step obtained
from any of the two phases. It is performed using polynomial
approximation given by


if F ≤ 813
50,
(13)
W = 1,
if F ≥ 1713

Pj=5
j−i
otherwise
i=1 pi F
where, pi=1...5 are the polynomial coefficients.
III. R EAL -W ORLD VALIDATIONS
A. Experimental System
To validate the proposed method, different experiments are
realized using a tungsten source SEM (JEOL JSM 820) along
with a DISS5 imaging system (point electronic GmbH) and a
work computer (Intel Core 2 Duo, CPU 3.16 GHz, and 3.25 GB
of RAM). With SEM, the maximum allowable electronic working distance is 50 mm and the total focus range is divided into
4000 coarse steps. The DISS5 is responsible for transferring
beam control commands to the microscope and recording the
image data. These images are analyzed in the work computer
and a focus control command is issued. For all the tests, the
SEM secondary electron images of size 512 × 512 pixels and an
aperture diameter of 100 µm are used.
B. Automatic Depth Estimation
Initial experiments are conducted to estimate the depth during
a manipulation task. A nanomanipulator (Kleindiek MM3A)
whose end effector is fixed with a gold coated tip-less cantilever
(Fig. 5) has been used in this work. Silicon microparts of dimensions 500 × 10 × 20 µm3 are positioned beneath the cantilever. The objective is to bring down the cantilever to the focal

Fig. 5. Kleindiek nanomanipulator MM3A mounted inside the SEM vacuum
chamber. (top-inset) End-effector fixed with a tip-less cantilever (bottom inset)
SEM image of the cantilever.

plane of micropart by moving the MM3A (at speed-6 provided
by Kleindiek) along the optical axis. Manipulator movement
commands are transferred from the work computer via serial
port. Since this work deals with depth estimation, automatic
control of the MM3A degrees of freedom is not discussed in
this paper. For this test an acceleration voltage of 5 kV and a
scan time of 180 nanoseconds per pixel (maximum allowed by
the system) have been used to generate the electron beam and
images, respectively.
B.1 Initialization Phase
In this phase, a global autofocus is performed on the entire
scene. An α value of 200 is used. Simultaneously, the process speed can be increased using higher values of α (refer to
Table I). However, extreme values for α may cause oscillations at the initial step when the in-focus position is closer to
the starting position and may lead to the task failure. The plots
shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) illustrate the variations of image sharpness along with the cost and secondary task functions,
respectively and Fig. 6(c) to Fig. 6(e) depict some of the images acquired at different times during the autofocus at ×8300
magnification. From the obtained results it can be seen that the
autofocus has been successfully accomplished and the process
stopped at best focus position. Since this is a one-time operation to speed up the depth estimation, the performance of the
proposed autofocus has been compared to the iterative searchbased method at different magnifications. For the comparison
experiment, the step sizes used with search-based method are
100, 20 and 1, respectively in each iteration. A best focus position returned by an expert human operator was used as a reference to estimate the focusing errors with both proposed and
iterative methods. Four different runs are performed at each
magnification and the obtained results are summarized in Table II (S = standard deviation, R = RMSE). The results obtained by performing the experiment at two different conditions: increased brightness (C1) and decreased scan speed of
720 nanoseconds per pixel (C2) are summarized in Table III.
Results prove the method’s repeatability and it can also be noticed that the accuracy of proposed method is better than searchbased method. Apart from that, it can be also noticed that the
accuracy increases with increase in magnification, which shows
the method’s dependability on DOF. Besides, the average number of images acquired and the total time taken by the proposed method are 19 and 6.5 seconds, respectively and by
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TABLE I
G LOBAL AUTOFOCUS TIME ( IN seconds) WITH VARIOUS α VALUES .

Mag (×)
4000
8000
10000

α = 100
11.7
12.9
10.6

α = 200
7.7
6.5
7.9

α = 300
5.1
4.8
4.3

α = 400
4.1
3.7
4.1

the search-based method are 55 and 18.9 seconds, respectively.
In others words, the proposed method allows to improve the accuracy with a rate of 44% and at the same time the speed is
increased by a rate of 290%.
B.2 Execution Phase
Once the initialization phase is completed, the execution
phase starts automatically. As explained in section D.2, the
starting focus step and cost values are adjusted automatically
to speed up the process. The magnification is fixed at × 8300 to
have both cantilever and micropart in the SEM’s field-of-view.
Here, the DOF is measured to be 27.3 µm. As an initial step,
the micropart and cantilever ROIs are obtained using the template matching technique [20]. The micropart depth has been
measured initially by autofocusing in its ROI. When the manipulator moves down, the cantilever depth has been estimated
by autofocusing in its ROI. The manipulator movement is automatically stopped when it reaches the micropart’s DOF i.e.,
the required depth to reach. Fig. 7(a) shows the 2D trajectory
followed by the manipulator and Fig. 7(b) shows the 3D trajectories (to avoid any biased interpretation) for five different
runs starting from different initial positions. The resulting standard deviation of the obtained final depths for these 5 runs is
1.18 µm. Besides, the average time taken to estimate the depth
at a particular position using the above mentioned scan time is
1.3 seconds. With modern SEMs having high scanning speeds,
this time can be even reduced to 10th of a second.

Performance (mm)
ours
search
S = 0.003

S = 0.010

R = 0.056

R = 0.067

S = 0.005

S = 0.008

R = 0.045

R = 0.053

S = 0.004

S = 0.029

R = 0.026

R = 0.082

TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF PROPOSED METHOD AT DIFFERENT
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS .

Case
C1

C2

Mag
4000
9000
13000
4000
9000
13000

Ours
S
RMSE
0.0045 0.0517
0.0049 0.0431
0.0037 0.029
0.0027 0.0401
0.0024 0.0339
0.0033 0.0114

Search
S
RMSE
0.0081 0.0704
0.0073 0.0513
0.0089 0.054
0.0064 0.066
0.0041 0.0716
0.0052 0.042

C. Topographic Depth
The sample used for this test is an aluminium sample of dimensions 4×1×2 mm3 containing step patterns (Fig. 8(a)). The
magnification is fixed at ×3800 where the DOF is measured to
be 55 µm. The images are generated using an acceleration voltage of 5 kV and scan speed of 180 nanoseconds per pixel. A
window (ROI) of size 64.7×97.5 µm2 has been used to estimate
the depth. The entire region of the sample has been scanned by
moving the window. The experimentally obtained depth values are approximated with their average values to find the step
depth. Fig. 8(b) shows the obtained and averaged topographic
depth map of entire sample. These averaged depth values are
compared with the original depth values that are measured us700
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Fig. 7. (a) Image showing the trajectory followed (dotted line) by the manipulator (tracked region is pointed with a rectangle) (b) estimated depths for 5
different runs (part location (desired depth) is pointed with diamond).
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TABLE IV
O RIGINAL , ESTIMATED AND ERROR FOR THE AVERAGE STEP DEPTHS .

2500

2000

Depth [µm]

1
2

Estimated depth
Average depth

3

Step
1
2
3

1500

2
1000

1

3

400 µm

500

0
0

10

20

30

7

40

50

Original (µm)
515.3
503.5
454.7

Obtained (µm)
526.9
507.8
445.5

Error (µm)
11.6
4.3
9.2

60

Window number

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. (a) Aluminium sample with step pattern (b) topographic depth map
for entire sample where, mean depth is represented by dotted line. These mean
values are then compared with profilometer values to assess the accuracy.

(a)

(b)

500 nm

500 nm

(c)
177.12 nm

500 nm
Fig. 9. Focusing series of the gold on silicon sample at × 25,000 magnification.
Focused on the brighter gold particles.

ing a contact-profilometer in order to estimate the measuring
accuracy of our method. Table IV summarize these results for
different steps marked in Fig. 8(a). It can be seen that the depths
are estimated with an accuracy of 4.3 µm to 11.6 µm for real
position ranging from 454.7 µm to 515.3 µm. If we consider
the relative errors, they are only from 0.85% (for 4.3 µm of
error) to 2.20% (for 11.6 µm of error). The overall accuracy
is computed to be 8.9 µm at the used magnification and can be
improved by increasing the magnification.
Another validation was performed to illustrate the flexibility
of the proposed approach. It concerns the ability of our technique to work at high magnification, for instance × 25,000.
To this, a test is conducted in order to compute the depth between the surfaces of gold and silicon particles (Fig. 9). Similar
scan speed and acceleration voltage as above are used. Intensity
thresholding has been used to differentiate the brighter (gold)
and darker (silicon) regions. The obtained regions are autofocused separately using the proposed method to estimate the
depth. Fig. 9 shows a series of images obtained during this experiment. From the obtained results, the depth between gold
and silicon particles has been computed to be ≈ 177.12 nm.
D. Object orientation estimation
The final experiments are performed to estimate the object’s
orientation and to evaluate the performance. A microgripper
(Femto tools FT G32) mounted on an inclined support inside
the SEM vacuum chamber is used for these tests (Fig. 10(a)).

TABLE V
E STIMATED ANGLES AT DIFFERENT CONDITIONS .

Case
EC1
EC2
EC3

Original (◦ )
27.13
27.13
27.13

Computed (◦ )
26.97
27.24
26.59

error (◦ )
0.16
-0.11
0.54

Even though it is possible to use the cantilever mounted on
the nanomanipulator for this test, the original inclination is not
known for validations. Hence an inclined surface with known
angle is used for this experiment. The used acceleration voltage is 10 kV . The magnification is fixed to ×5300 to have
both fingers in field-of-view, where the DOF is measured to be
32 µm. In this case the windows are selected automatically by
detecting a static gripper finger (Fig. 10(b)). The first experiment concerns using a fixed angle at three different experimental conditions: high scan speed of 180 nanoseconds per pixel
i.e., high noise (EC1), low scan speed of 720 nanoseconds per
pixel i.e., moderate noise (EC2) and high brightness (EC3). The
obtained depth values along with the fitted lines for EC1 ad EC2
are shown in Fig. 10(c). From the obtained result, the angle of
inclination i.e., the angle made by the line segment with respect
to the horizontal axis has been computed using a 3D regression
method by taking into account all the intermediate depth positions. The obtained results are summarized in Table V. It can be
seen that the error is less with slower scan speeds. Second experiment is conducted to evaluate the performance at different
angles (at EC1). Table VI shows the obtained results.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a fast and efficient solution to
tackle the problem of dynamic depth estimation under SEM.
The developed method estimates the depth by finding the point
of maximum sharpness in the local sub-regions of a scene. The
automatic nature mainly comes from the flexibility of the developed autofocus i.e., by controlling the device focus steps by
means of visual servoing. Since, the best focus is obtained in a
single run, the method overcomes the problem of lens hystere-

TABLE VI
P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE ANGLE ESTIMATION .

Original (◦ )
58.70
45.19
69.31

Computed (◦ )
58.53
44.98
69.44
RMSE

error (◦ )
0.17
0.21
-0.13
0.083
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Fig. 10. (a) Mounted microgripper on an inclined surface at an angle of 27.13◦
inside SEM chamber (b) detected microgripper fingers along with the obtained
regions (c) obtained depth maps at different operating conditions. Raw depth
values are fitted to perform angle measurements.

[14]
[15]
[16]

sis and problem of entire focus range scan. The overall depth
estimation method was divided into two phases (initialization
and execution), such that the method can exhibit fast depth estimation. It takes approximately 1 to 2 seconds (with the used
set-up at scan speed of 180 nanoseconds per pixel) to estimate
the depth for a region during execution phase and can be used
with real-time operations. The obtained results showed that the
method can be used in micro-nanomanipulation for Z positioning as well as for orientation estimation and for 3D structural
characterization. Future experiments are also planned to test the
method’s performance aside with astigmatism correction and
also with the other SEM parameters such as acceleration voltage, emission current etc.
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